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Abstract

Network traffic attribution, namely, inferring users re-
sponsible for activities observed on network interfaces,
is one fundamental yet challenging task in network se-
curity forensics. Compared with other user-system in-
teraction records, network traces are inherently coarse-
grained, context-sensitive, and detached from user ends.
This paper presents Kaleido, a new network traffic at-
tribution tool with a series of key features: a) it adopts
a new class of inductive discriminant models to capture
user- and context-specific patterns (“footprints”) from
different aspects of network traffic; b) it applies efficient
learning methods to extracting and aggregating such
footprints from noisy historical traces; c) with the help
of novel indexing structures, it is able to perform effi-
cient, runtime traffic attribution over high-volume net-
work traces. The efficacy of Kaleido is evaluated with
extensive experimental studies using the real network
traces collected over three months in a large enterprise
network.

1 Introduction

Many of the vulnerabilities of today’s network systems,
such as denial-of-service attacks, IP address spoofing,
and spamming, all root at the untraceable nature of net-
work traffic. It is well recognized [1, 2] that in general
without instrumental support it is extremely difficult to
identify users responsible for observed network activi-
ties, due to the unique characteristics of network traces,
including:

• In contrast of other user-system interaction records
(e.g., mouse movement [20] and keyboard stroke [3]),
network traces are inherently more coarse-grained
and detached further from user ends. For instance,
one network flow (i.e., Netflow) record may corre-
spond to a multitude of keyboard strokes.

• Typically users’ network activities vary significantly
with contexts (e.g., time and location) [9], leading
to complicated, context-sensitive patterns in network
traces. As an example, in enterprise networks, users
may demonstrate temporal patterns in performing
activities such as emailing, browsing corporate web-
sites, and accessing databases.

• Network traces often only remotely reflect the mix-
ture behavior of both user and system. For instance,
a significant amount of network traffic is generated
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Figure 1: System architecture of Kaleido.

by system update and maintenance.

This work targets an alternative objective: building
a practical tool capable of attributing a collection of net-
work traces (associated with an unknown user) during
a given time window to the most likely user(s) from a
predefined pool (e.g., all the users of an enterprise net-
work). Although this result may not directly pinpoint
the responsible user, it can be of great value for network
security forensics. For example, an anomaly is raised if
the suggested candidates are considered highly improb-
able with respect to other side information (e.g., the
credentials of operating users).

However, building such tools requires addressing a
number of non-trivial challenges, including: (i) how to
extract user- and context-specific traffic patterns (which
we refer to as users’ “footprints”1) from noisy historical
traces? (ii) how to aggregate possibly weak footprints
from different aspects of traffic measures (which we refer
to as “facets”, e.g., visited URLs, traffic flow size, traffic
elapse time) to improve the accuracy of attribution?
(iii) how to scale up the solution to large user pools
and high-volume network traces?

This paper presents Kaleido, a new network traffic
attribution tool, which meets all these requirements. As
shown in Figure 1, Kaleido comprises two main phases,
footprint extraction and traffic attribution. For the first
phase, we formalize it as learning a class of inductive dis-
criminant functions for user pairs from historical traces.
Concretely we propose a large margin formalization that
optimally integrates information from multiple facets
of network traces. While difficult to solve in the pri-
mal space, this problem is efficiently solvable in its dual

1This concept contrasts “fingerprint” which refers to patterns

that uniquely identify users for practical purposes.



facet example trace

uniform resource http://www.example
HTTP request

locator (URL) .com/sample.html

domain name example.net DNS query

host country US DNS query

traffic flow size 2,048 packets Netflow record

flow elapse time 1,024 milliseconds Netflow record

Table 1: Example facets of network traces.

form, which makes Kaleido practical for large-scale set-
tings. For the second phase, we propose novel indexing
structures for the extracted footprints, and show how to
perform efficient runtime footprint matching over high-
volume network traces. To our best knowledge, this is
the first proposal to use multifaceted footprints to per-
form scalable network traffic attribution.

We evaluate Kaleido by extensive empirical studies
on the real network traces of 1,242 users collected over
3 months in a large enterprise network. We show that
by examining the network traces of unknown users for
merely a short time window (e.g., 2 ∼ 4 hours), Kaleido

is able to identify the responsible users with over 92%
accuracy, while it takes less than 0.5 second to do so on
a machine with modest hardware configuration.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2
formalizes the problem of network traffic attribution.
Section 3 and 4 describe in detail the model and al-
gorithm design of the main components of Kaleido.
Section 5 addresses the detailed issues of implement-
ing Kaleido. An empirical evaluation of Kaleido is
presented in Section 6. Section 7 surveys relevant liter-
ature. The paper is concluded in Section 8.

2 Formalization

This section introduces fundamental concepts and no-
tations used throughout the paper and formalizes the
problem of network traffic attribution.

We consider a variety of network traces including:
DNS query, HTTP request header, and Netflow measure.
Despite their disparate forms, we unify the processing
of these traces by introducing the concept of facet.

Definition 1 (facet). A facet is a specific measurement
dimension of network traces, e.g., visited url, traffic flow
size, and traffic elapse time.

Table 1 lists a set of example facets and their as-
sociated network traces. Note that certain traces (e.g.,
Netflow measure) may have multiple facets. For simplic-
ity of presentation, we treat each facet independently
and discuss in Section 5 the extension of leveraging the
relationships between different facets.

We assume that the traces with respect to a specific
facet consist of a set of measure records.

Definition 2 (measure record). A measure record is
a tuple 〈facet, context, value〉, representing respectively
the facet to which this measure belongs, the context un-
der which this measure is taken (e.g., time, location,

operating system platform), and the value of this mea-
sure (e.g., the size of a network flow).

We further project the raw measure records to the
feature space. For example, we may divide the range
of traffic flow size into a set of disjoint buckets and
consider each bucket as a feature. The details of feature
selection for concrete network traces will be discussed
in Section 5.

We are now ready to introduce the problem of
network traffic attribution:

Definition 3 (network traffic attribution). Based on
a set of measure records relevant to an unknown user
from different facets over a given time window, inferring
the most likely responsible user(s) from a predefined pool
(e.g., all registered users of an enterprise network).

To this end, we intend to extract user- and context-
specific patterns from network traces and leverage such
patterns to differentiate each user from the rest. Un-
fortunately, as introduced in Section 1, network traces
are inherently coarse-grained and detached from user
ends, which makes such patterns often not distinguish-
ing enough to pinpoint individual users. We thus refer
to such patterns as “footprints”.

The rationale of Kaleido is to fuse the information
from different facets by integrating multiple footprints,
thereby leading to improved attribution accuracy. Note
that this is usually feasible in today’s enterprise net-
works wherein multiple traffic monitoring tools are de-
ployed (e.g., PacketTrap).

3 Footprint Extraction

In the footprint extraction phase, for each pair of users
in the pool, Kaleido learns an inductive discriminant
function from the multifaceted network measures in
historical traces (training data). Next we formalize this
learning problem and present efficient solutions.

3.1 Discriminant function. Assuming a predefined
pool of U users, we intend to learn a binary inductive
discriminant function f that differentiates each pair of
users based on their characterization from K different
facets of network traces. Formally, let x(k), y(k) ∈ Rdk
denote the feature vectors of two users in the k-th
facet, where dk is the number of features. Let x, y
be the feature vectors aggregated over the K facets.

Then Kaleido aims to learn a function f : R
∑K
k=1 dk ×

R
∑K
k=1 dk → {+1,−1}, such that

f(x, y) =

{
1, if x, y correspond to a same user
−1, if x, y correspond to different users

Its “inductive” nature implies that once obtained, f can
be applied to match new users not in the training data.

Concretely we design a general linearly aggregated
quadratic discriminant form for f :

f(x, y) =

K∑
k=1

µk

[
1

2
(z(k))>Q(k)z(k) + (r(k))>z(k)

]
+ c



where z(k) =

[
x(k)

y(k)

]
and {Q(k), r(k), µk}Kk=1 is a set of

parameters: Q(k) ∈ R2dk×2dk is a real symmetric matrix
(not necessarily positive semidefinite), r(k) ∈ R2dk is a
column vector, and {µk}Kk=1 lie in a simplex, that is,∑K
k=1 µk = 1, µk > 0 (k = 1, 2, · · · ,K).

Compared with the conventional Mahalanobis dis-
tance function [5, 6, 17, 18], this general second-order
discriminant function takes into consideration the varia-
tions in the network traces of different users (e.g., back-
ground traffic) and focuses on user-intrinsic patterns.

3.2 Model details. Given the symmetry of f , i.e.,
f(x, y) = f(y, x), Q(k), r(k) take the following symmet-
ric block-wise form:

Q(k) =

[
A(k) B(k)

(B(k))> A(k)

]
r(k) =

[
b(k)

b(k)

]
Then we can rewrite f(x, y) as:

f(x, y) =
∑
k

µk

[
1

2
(x(k))>A(k)x(k)(3.1)

+
1

2
(y(k))>A(k)y(k) + (x(k))>B(k)y(k)

+(b(k))>x(k) + (b(k))>y(k)
]

+ c

Here we focus on the supervised setting. We assume
that the training data is given as P = {(xi, yi)} where
(xi, yi) is the feature vectors of a pair of users in the
user pool. For each (xi, yi), a binary label li is provided:
li = +1 indicates that xi and yi correspond to a same
user; and li = −1 otherwise. Let P+ and P− be the set
of positive and negative pairs, respectively. We propose
the following large margin formulation for the footprint
extraction problem:

min
1

2

∑
k

µk

(
‖A(k)‖2F + ‖B(k)‖2F + ‖b(k)‖22

)
+ λ

∑
i∈P

ξi

s.t.

{
f(xi, yi) > +1− ξi ∀i ∈ P+

f(xi, yi) 6 −1 + ξi ∀i ∈ P−
ξi > 0 ∀i ∈ P

where ||·||F and ‖·‖2 denote the matrix Frobenius norm
and vector Euclidean norm, respectively. This formula-
tion intuitively maximizes the generalization ability of
f while discriminating the positive and negative pairs
to the maximum extent.

3.3 Learning method. For notational convenience,
we introduce the following vectorized representation:

ρ(k) = µk

[
(vec(A(k)))>, (vec(B(k)))>, (b(k))>

]>
φ
(k)
i =

1

2

 vec(x
(k)
i (x

(k)
i )> + y

(k)
i (y

(k)
i )>)

vec(x
(k)
i (y

(k)
i )> + y

(k)
i (x

(k)
i )>)

2(x
(k)
i + y

(k)
i )


where vec(·) denotes the vectorization of a matrix. We
can thus reformulate the optimization problem as:

min
1

2

∑
k

1

µk
‖ρ(k)‖22 + λ

∑
i∈P

ξi

s.t.

 li
[∑K

k=1

〈
ρ(k), φ

(k)
i

〉
+ c
]
> 1− ξi ∀i ∈ P

ξi > 0 ∀i ∈ P∑
k µk = 1, µk > 0 k = 1, 2, · · · ,K

While directly solving this problem is expensive due
to the high dimensionality of ρ(k) and φ(k) (2d2k + dk),
its dual form is efficiently solvable using the reduced
gradient descent method [14]. More specifically, we can
rewrite the above problem as:

minµ J(µ) s.t.
∑
k

µk = 1, µk > 0, k = 1, 2, · · · ,K

where J(µ) is defined as:

J(µ) =


infρ,ξ,c

1
2

∑
k

1
µk
||ρ(k)||22 + λ

∑
i∈P ξi

s.t. li
[∑

k〈ρ
(k), φ

(k)
i 〉+ c

]
> 1− ξi

ξi > 0, ∀i ∈ P

It is noted that this objective function is essentially
an optimal SVM value. Assuming that J is differen-
tiable, we solve this problem in its dual form using re-
duced gradient descent methods, with details shown in
Algorithm 1, where M (k) is the data inner product ma-
trix (kernel matrix) of the k-th facet. To ensure the
equality and non-negativity constraints of µ, the gradi-
ent direction ε is defined as (where δ is the index of the
largest component of µ):

εk =


0 if µk = 0 and ∂J(µ)

∂µk
> ∂J(µ)

∂µδ

− ∂J(µ)
∂µk

+ ∂J(µ)
∂µδ

if µk > 0 and k 6= δ∑
τ 6=δ,µτ>0

(
∂J(µ)
∂µτ

− ∂J(µ)
∂µδ

)
if k = δ

Algorithm 1: minimize J(µ) with reduced gradient

descent

// initialization

µk ← 1
K

for k = 1, 2, · · · ,K;
while stopping criterion not met do

compute J(µ) using SVM solver with kernel
matrix M =

∑
k µkM

(k);

compute ∂J(µ)
∂µk

for k = 1, 2, · · · ,K and descent

direction ε;
δ ← arg maxk µk, J+ ← 0, µ+ ← µ, ε+ ← ε;
// descent direction update

while J+ < J(µ) do
µ← µ+, ε← ε+;
τ ← arg min{k|εk<0}−µkεk , γmax ← −µτετ ;

µ+ ← µ+ γmaxε, ε
+
δ ← εδ − ετ , ε+τ ← 0;

compute J+ using an SVM solver with
kernel matrix M =

∑
k µ

+
kM

(k);

line search along ε for γ ∈ [0, γmax];
µ← µ+ γε;

4 Traffic Attribution

In this phase, a set of footprints (relevant to a certain
unknown user) from multiple facets are submitted as a
query to Kaleido. By deriving the similarity between
the query footprints and the footprints of each user



in the user pool, Kaleido identifies the most similar
users as the candidates. Next we present novel indexing
structures to scale up this matching process to handle
high-volume incoming queries.

4.1 Problem reformulation. For simplicity of pre-
sentation, we assume that all the measure records have
been transformed into feature vectors as in Section 3.
Let x be a feature vector in the training data P and
y be the query feature vector. The footprint matching
problem is essentially equivalent to the search problem:
arg maxx∈P f(x, y).

A straightforward solution is to compute the dis-
criminant function f(·) for each feature vector x ∈ P
with respect to y, which however is prohibitively ex-
pensive for large datasets. Concretely, assuming m fea-
ture vectors corresponding to n different users (m� n)
in the training dataset P (that is, each user may have
multiple feature vectors under different contexts, details
given in Section 5), such linear search approach features
complexity of O(m

∑
k d

2
k).

Next we introduce a novel tree-based branch-and-
bound approach which reduces the complexity of foot-
print matching toO(

∑
k d

2
k+logm

∑
k dk) in most cases,

thereby practical for runtime execution.
We first rewrite the discriminant function f(x, y) of

Eq. (3.1) in the following form:

f(x, y) =
∑
k

µk

[
1

2
(x(k))>A(k)x(k) + (b(k))>x(k)

]
+ c︸ ︷︷ ︸

α(x)

+
1

2

∑
k

µk(y(k))>A(k)y(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β(y)

+
∑
k

µk

[
(x(k))>A(k) + (b(k))>

]
y(k)

It is noticed that the first term of the right side of
the equation (α(x)) only depends on x and thus can
be precomputed, while the second term (β(y)) only
depends on y and is computable on the fly in time
O(
∑
k d

2
k). We then construct the following two vectors:

(4.2) x∗ =


(A(1))>x(1) + b(1)

...

(A(K))>x(K) + b(K)

1
α(x)

 y∗ =


µ1y

(1)

...

µKy
(K)

β(y)
1


It is clear that the computation of f(x, y) is now

translated into the computation of inner product of x∗

and y∗. Therefore finding the most matching footprint
is essentially equivalent to searching for the maximum
inner product for y∗ with respect to a set of reference
vectors {x∗}, more formally

arg max
x∈P

f(x, y) ≡ arg max
x∈P
〈x∗, y∗〉

Algorithm 2: find most similar footprints (query

y, training data P)

// precomputation

foreach feature vector x ∈ P do
compute x∗ according to Eq. (4.2);

construct ball tree index T on {x∗};
// tree-based search

compute y∗ from y using Eq. (4.2);
search T for arg maxx〈x∗, y∗〉;

4.2 Branch-and-bound search. We build ball tree-
based indexes [13] to facilitate such search tasks.

Ball trees are binary space-partitioning structures
that divide a set of points hierarchically into possibly
overlapping hyper-spheres. Every tree node represents
a subset of points and is indexed by a center and a
sphere enclosing all the points in the subset. Every
non-leaf node is further partitioned into two disjoint
subsets, represented by two child nodes. The search of
the maximum inner product for query y∗ with respect
to a point set {x∗} is performed in a depth-first branch-
and-bound manner: beginning at the root, traversing
down the tree node with the maximum inner product
between y∗ and any potential vectors in the node, and
performing linear search if reaching a leaf. Particularly
we use the bound in [15] to estimate the potential
maximum inner product for every tree node.

Note that the extension to the case of retrieving top
k (k > 1) best matches is straightforward: (1) maintain
a list of current top k maximum inner products {θ}; (2)
skip a tree node only if its bound is below the smallest
θ; (3) update the list if a newly found vector with inner
product larger than the smallest θ.

It is also noted that this framework can be fully
parallelized by distributing the footprints to different
machines, executing the matching algorithms indepen-
dently, and finally aggregating the matching results. We
omit the details here due to the space limitations.

5 Implementation

This section addresses the detailed issues of implement-
ing Kaleido. We start with describing the datasets used
in the training phase.

5.1 Data collection. We use a large corpus of real
network traces collected from a large-scale enterprise
network, which corresponds to the network activities of
6,791 different MAC addresses and 1,242 distinct users
over 3 months (from May 1st to July 31st, 2011). The
dataset comprises three main parts, HTTP request head-
ers, Netflow measures, and DNS queries. Note that while
some other types of network traces (particularly content
relevant traces, e.g., HTTP payloads) provide more de-
tailed recording of the behavior of network users, their
availability is often questionable in many settings (e.g.,
HTTPs); meanwhile we intend our methods to be gen-
erally applicable. Therefore here we focus on the most
commonly available traces.



lexical-based host-based flow-based

facet name feature # facet name feature # facet name feature #

domain name 664,963 IP prefix 113,496
in/outbound flow # N/A

path (tokenized) 1,523,482 geographic 59
flow size (logarithmic) 32
traffic elapse time (logarithmic) 12

Table 2: Feature breakdown for one month of network traces (in/outbound flow # is time-window dependent).

Additionally for the training phase we have access
to two sets of mappings. The first one is the Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) logs that map each
IP address at a given timestamp to its corresponding
MAC address. The second one is the user authentication
logs that map each MAC address at a given timestamp
to the logon credential of the responsible user. With
the help of these two mappings (IP → MAC → user’s
credential), we are able to attribute the network traces
to the responsible users. Note that we only use this
information in the training phase and as the ground
truth for evaluation.

5.2 Feature extraction. From the network traces,
we extract a set of lexical-, host-, and flow-based facets,
which are listed in Table 2. We next briefly describe
these facets and the motivation behind including them
for network traffic attribution tasks.

Lexical-based facets: These facets capture the behav-
ior of network users in terms of “what” types of websites
they have visited and “how” they have interacted with
these websites. We extract such facets from the URLs
embedded in the HTTP requests. For a given URL (e.g.,
‘www.research.ibm.com/Search/?q=smarter+planet’), we
consider that its domain name (e.g., ‘research.ibm.com’)
lexically encodes the classification of the website, while
the remainder part of the URL (path) further details
the input/output information (especially for dynami-
cally generated pages, e.g., ‘Search/?q=smarter+planet’).

Instead of directly using domain names and paths
(which may lead to very sparse feature spaces),
we transform them into more consumable features.
Concretely, by feeding to domain name categoriza-
tion services (e.g., Cobian: www.iss.net), we classify
domain names into a set of predefined categories
(e.g., ‘www.research.ibm.com’ is categorized as ‘IT re-

search/hardware/software/service’). For path values, we
tokenize each path using ‘/’, ‘?’, ‘.’, ‘=’, ‘ ’ and ‘-’ as de-
limiters and adopt a bag-of-word representation of the
tokens.

Host-based facets: These facets describe the infras-
tructure properties of the websites which users have vis-
ited, including “where” the websites are hosted, “who”
owns them, and “how” they are managed. In particular,
IP prefix approximates the Internet Service Provider (ISP)
that hosts the website, Geographic information gives lo-
cation information of the host, and WHOIS includes reg-
istrant and registrar information of the host.

Flow-based facets: These facets measure the statis-
tics of Web traffic on the basis of network flows. More
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Figure 2: Distribution of hit numbers of domain names.

specifically, we differentiate inbound (from website to
user) and outbound (from user to website) network traf-
fic. For traffic in both directions, we count the number
of flows in the specified time window, and collect the
distribution of flow size, the elapse time of each flow,
and the interval time between flows. Particularly we
discretize the flow size (number of packets) and elapse
time (seconds) into buckets which increases in a geo-
metric manner (i.e., 20, 21, 22, . . .).

Table 2 lists the cumulative number of distinct
feature values of each facet in the training data over one
month (May 2011). It is noted that under this setting
the network measures of each user in every facet can
be succinctly described by a histogram. We therefore
concatenate the facets in each category to form a single
facet, which in the following we use “flow facet”, “host
facet”, and “lexical facet” to refer to.

One may have the question that in enterprise net-
works users may perform fairly similar network activi-
ties (e.g., emailing, browsing corporate websites, access-
ing databases), would these features be effective enough
to differentiate users? Here we use the facet of domain
name as an example to show the distinguishing power
of these facets. Figure. 2 illustrates the distribution of
domain names according to their hit numbers by differ-
ent users. The power law-like distribution shows clearly
that in enterprise network environments, different users
may demonstrate discernible patterns even in the most
commonly available network measures.

5.3 Context awareness. The basic footprint model
is defined in a context-agnostic manner, which ignores
the strong correlation between the user behavior and its
context information, e.g., a user’s network activities on
weekdays tend to be different from that on weekends.

Here we incorporate the rich context information
associated with users’ network traces. While our frame-
work is easily extensible to accommodate other types



context definition

day of week (DOW) weekday or weekend

time of day (TOD) morning or afternoon

system platform (SP)
user MAC address
user operating system

Table 3: Context information used by Kaleido.

of context information, in this work we focus on three
types of contexts (listed in Table 3): day of week (DOW),
time of day (TOD), and system platform (SP). Specifi-
cally, DOW differentiates weekdays and weekends, TOD

represent the recording time of network measures, and
SP includes the information such as the MAC address
(available in DHCP log) and the operating system (avail-
able in the User-Agent field of HTTP request header) of
the user device.

We organize the training data into shards, each cor-
responding to a specific context setting. For example,
we may have one shard for each combination of the
following Cartesian product: {morning, afternoon} ×
{weekday, weekend} × {Windows, *nix}. We generate
a positive or negative case for a pair of feature vectors
only if they correspond to the same context.

As we will see in Section 6, the introduction of con-
text awareness not only improves the accuracy of net-
work traffic attribution, but also reduces the complexity
of model learning and maintenance because an attribu-
tion model is trained specifically for each shard and used
exclusively on the testing cases in that shard.

5.4 Additional information. In the above discus-
sion, we consider each user, facet, and context in a sep-
arate manner. However, in reality there may exist se-
mantically rich correlation between these aspects. For
example, users may exist in a managerial hierarchy and
users with similar employment positions tend to demon-
strate similar network behavior; each website may have
specific flow size distribution; and a user’s Web activi-
ties may vary from day to night but may show strong
regularity during daytime.

With such side information available, it is possible
to incorporate user-, facet-, or context-correlation in the
formalization of footprint model, e.g., using the context
network model [11]. We consider such enhancement as
one direction of our ongoing research.

6 Evaluation

This section presents an empirical analysis of Kaleido.
We aim at answering the following questions: 1) How
effective is Kaleido in identifying users responsible for
observed network traces? 2) What advantages does the
multifaceted footprinting model offer over alternative
techniques? 3) Is Kaleido able to scale up to large user
pools and high-rate network traces? 4) As the network
traffic evolves over time, what training regimens should
Kaleido follow to retain sufficient accuracy.

6.1 Evaluation setting. Among the network traces
collected over 92 days, we use the traces of the first 46
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Figure 3: Accuracy of network user re-identification
versus candidate list size l (k = 5 in k-NN classification,
observation window length = 4 hours).

k = 1 k = 3 k = 5 k = 7 k = 9

ITML-h 0.5773 0.6002 0.6176 0.6352 0.6470
ITML-f 0.6687 0.7086 0.7251 0.7413 0.7510
ITML-l 0.7843 0.8098 0.8231 0.8329 0.8368
Kaleido 0.7927 0.8240 0.8399 0.8449 0.8421

Table 4: Hand-Till AUC scores of traffic attribution
models versus varying setting of k.

days to train the traffic attribution models and the rest
as the testing set. We further divide the network traces
into shards, each corresponding to one specific context
setting (as defined in Section 5.3), e.g., {weekday,
afternoon, Windows}. Note that an attribution model is
trained specifically for each shard and used exclusively
on the testing data in that shard.

We compare the performance of Kaleido against
ITML [5], the state-of-the-art metric learning algorithm.
As ITML is designed for single-facet metric learning,
we thus implement three variants based on ITML, that
uses the host-facet only, that uses both host- and flow-
facet, and that uses all host-, flow- and lexical-facet,
denoted by ITML-h, ITML-f, and ITML-l, respectively.
For ITML-f and ITML-l, we concatenate the feature
vectors from different facets and perform ITML over
the concatenated feature vectors.

In the training phase, in each shard, we randomly
select 0.1 × n2 (n denotes the number of users) pairs
of data points (each corresponding to the activities of
one particular user in that shard during one day). The
points belonging to a same user are constrained to be
similar, and otherwise constrained to be dissimilar. For
ITML particularly we initialize its Mahalanobis distance
matrix using squared Euclidean distance.

We use Kaleido and ITML to construct k-nearest
neighbor (k-NN) classifiers, which rank the likelihood
of each user in the pool being responsible for a query
(observed network traces relevant to an unknown user).
The default length of observation time window length is
4 hours, and each time 1,000 queries are evaluated. All
the experiments are conducted on a Linux box running
2.40 GHz Intel processors and 8 GB memory. All the
results here are the average of 10 repeated runs.

6.2 Accuracy of traffic attribution. This set of
experiments are designed to measure the effectiveness of
Kaleido and ITML to re-identify responsible users using



their behavioral patterns embedded in their generated
network traces. Specifically we submit the network
traces generated by “unknown” users as queries and
let the traffic attribution tools suggest the most likely
users responsible for the queries. Here we pick the top
candidate suggested by each attribution method and
compare the performance of different methods in re-
identifying the true identities.

Table 4 lists the Hand-Till AUC scores [8] of dif-
ferent attribute models with respect to the setting of k
in k-NN classifiers. The Hand-Till AUC score is an ex-
tension of AUC scores for binary classification to multi-
class cases using pair-wise approximation. It is clear
that: 1) the performance of different variants of ITML

varies significantly. For example, under k = 1 the per-
formance of ITML-h is close to random guess (with AUC
score 0.5) while ITML-l achieves much higher accuracy.
2) Kaleido outperforms all the variants of ITML across
all the settings of k. This can be intuitively explained
by the advantage of multifaceted footprinting, which op-
timally combines the user-distinguishing power of each
facet. Also from the performance of variants of ITML,
we can notice the relative value of different facets in net-
work traffic attribution, roughly in the order of lexical
> flow > host. This is explained by the nature of these
facets (see Section 5): host and flow information is typ-
ically more coarse-grained than lexical information. For
example, one Internet Service Provider (ISP) may host
multiple websites with different domain names, while
different web pages may have fairly similar sizes.

Next, instead of focusing on the most likely identity,
we allow attribution methods to return a list of candi-
dates. The overall accuracy is measured by the cumu-
lative probability that the responsible user appears in
this candidate list. Figure 3 illustrates how the user re-
identification rate of each method grows as the size of
candidate list varies from 1 to 10 (average 287 users in
each shard). It is noticed that combing multiple facets
considerably boots the re-identification accuracy. For
example, the first guess of Kaleido achieves about 75%
accuracy, in comparison of about 59%, 45%, and 19%
identification rates by variants of ITML. This initial re-
sult suggests that Kaleido is able to effectively capture
user-specific and context-dependent behavioral patterns
embedded in network traces.

An important question thus arises: how many evi-
dences are necessary for Kaleido to achieve reliable traf-
fic attribution accuracy, in other words, how complete
should the observation of network traces be? We answer
this question by evaluating the user re-identification ac-
curacy of different models by changing the length of ob-
servation window. The results are plotted in Figure 4,
in which we vary the observation window length from 1
hour to 6 hours. As expected, the user re-identification
accuracy of all the models grow steadily as the window
length increases, e.g., for Kaleido, from below 60% to
above 75% with candidate list size fixed as 1 in the cases
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Figure 4: Accuracy of network user re-identification
with respect to length of observation window (k = 5
in k-NN classification).

of 1-hour window and 6-hour window, respectively; how-
ever, the growth margin decreases gradually. It can
be concluded that with very short observation windows
(e.g., 3 hours), Kaleido is already able to achieve accu-
racy sufficient for practical use.

The use of such results however varies with the
concrete applications. Next we show one concrete case
in network security forensics.

6.3 Detection of unseen users. One possible ap-
plication of network traffic attribution tools is to detect
anomaly of a Web user, i.e., deviation from his or her
expected behavior. For example, an unauthorized user
may use stolen credential to operate in place of the legit-
imate user. We examine the ability of Kaleido to detect
these cases by measuring how often our approach would
correctly detect an unseen user (e.g., a fraudulent user
who has claimed to be another user).

l = 1 l = 2 l = 3 l = 4 l = 5
ITML-h 0.6332 0.6362 0.6394 0.6405 0.6439
ITML-f 0.7126 0.7144 0.7040 0.6720 0.6170
ITML-l 0.7245 0.7369 0.7307 0.6803 0.6145
Kaleido 0.8869 0.8906 0.8853 0.8792 0.8356

Table 5: AUC scores of unseen-user detection versus
candidate list size l (k = 5 in k-NN classification,
observation window length = 4 hours).

In particular, we fix the size of the candidate list
returned by each method and set a threshold on the cu-
mulative classification probability of top-l candidates.
If the cumulative probability of these candidates exceed
the threshold, the network traces in the query are ac-
cepted as belonging to a legitimate user in the candidate
list; otherwise, a fraudulent alert is raised.

We use the same setting as previous experiments.
Further, for each set of experiments, we generate 500
positive (with responsible users in the training set)
and 500 negative queries (with responsible users not in
training set). As it is a binary classification problem, we
use AUC score to measure the performance of different
methods in this case, with results listed in Table 5. We
see that overall Kaleido is the only algorithm to obtain
the highest scores across all the settings of l. We also
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setting of alert threshold (number of candidates l = 3,
k = 5 in k-NN classification).
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Figure 6: Efficiency of query answering versus size of
training data, length of observation window and k in k-
NN classification (default setting: training phase = 46
days, window length = 4 hours, k = 5).

observe that l = 2, 3 may yield the optimal performance
of anomaly detection.

Another crucial parameter is the threshold on the
cumulative classification probability of top-l candidates.
We use two metrics to tune this parameter: false positive
rate measures the probability that given network traces
would be rejected though they are actually generated
by legitimate users; and false negative rate measures
the probability that given network traces of any unseen
users would be accepted as legitimate traces.

The results are depicted in Figure 5. As we increase
the alert threshold, the false positive rate drops almost
precipitously while the false negative rate increases
roughly linearly. These error rates intersect at an alert
threshold approximately 0.32, where the false positive
and false negative rates are both about 0.1, which
suggests an optimal setting for the alert threshold.

6.4 Scalability of runtime operation. This set of
experiments are designed to measure the scalability of
runtime traffic attribution operation by Kaleido. In ad-
dition to Kaleido, we implemented a baseline approach
that straightforwardly compares the footprints of query
traces against that of training data.

A number of factors influence the runtime efficiency
of Kaleido. The space limitations preclude the possibil-
ity of detailed analysis. Here we focus on three main fac-
tors, size of training data, length of observation window,
and k in k-NN classification. Specifically, we evaluate
the average processing time for each incoming query by
changing one of these factors and keeping the rest fixed.
Figure 6 shows the average execution time of Kaleido

and the baseline method. As we can notice that with
the help of novel indexing structure, Kaleido is order
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Figure 7: AUC score for anomaly detection of batch
training and interval training algorithms (l = 3, k = 5,
observation window length = 4 hours).

of magnitude faster than the baseline method, and is
much less sensitive to the size of training data and the
volume of query traces.

Also note that while all the experiments are con-
ducted on a single PC, the footprint matching compo-
nent of Kaleido is fully parallelizable, which makes it
suitable for handling high-volume network traces.

6.5 Retraining regimen. In the last set of experi-
ments, we intend to understand the impact of the tem-
poral evolution of network traces on the performance of
Kaleido and the best training regimen to retain suffi-
cient accuracy.

For comparison purpose, we implemented three
training schemes: full-batch-once, which trains once on
Day 0 using the data of the past 30 days and uses that
model for testing on all other days, half-batch-interval,
which trains every 5 days using the data of the past 15
days, and full-batch-interval, which trains every 5 days
with the data of the past 30 days. Figure 7 illustrates
the AUC scores for anomaly detection using models
trained by these schemes.

Clearly the performance of full-batch-once scheme
deteriorates continuously as time evolves. This validates
our assumption that users’ network behavior demon-
strates temporal evolution. Both full-batch-interval and
half-batch-interval schemes address this issue by retrain-
ing the models on an interval basis, thereby maintaining
steady performance across the testing phase of 45 days.
Further, the full-batch-interval scheme outperforms half-
batch-interval significantly as it exploits more training
data. Therefore we conclude that an ideal training reg-
imen requires both retraining frequency and training
data volume, while the efficiency of our footprint learn-
ing algorithm is crucial for this purpose.

7 Related Work

Attributing user-system interaction traces to responsi-
ble users is one fundamental yet challenging task in se-
curity forensic analysis. Existing work has studied the
problem in various contexts, including biometric traces
(e.g., acoustic features [12] and facial features [7, 10]),
user-device interaction traces (e.g., keyboard stroke [3],
mouse movement [20], and even fill-in-bubble forms[4]),
and system logs (e.g., console and SQL command traces



[16]). Unlike these user attribution tasks that take input
directly from the user ends, attributing network traces
are inherently more difficult for the traces are typically
much more coarse-grained, context-dependent, and de-
tached from user ends. To our best knowledge, this is
the first proposal that studies the viability of large-scale
network traffic attribution.

There are several other lines of work we build our
techniques upon. Our footprint model is related to ex-
isting work in metric learning [7, 10, 19], which aims
at learning a proper function to measure the distance
between each pair of data objects x and y. The most
popular choice is the Mahalanobis distance, given by the
form d2(x, y) = (x− y)>M(x− y), where M is the pre-
cision matrix capturing the variances and covariances
of the feature variables. A plethora of methods have
been proposed to learn M from pairwise constraints
which indicate whether a pair of objects belong to a
same class [5, 6, 17, 18]. Among them the Informa-
tion Theoretic Metric Learning (ITML) [5] is one state-
of-the-art method. However, none of these methods
serves our purpose of maximally differentiating different
users by leveraging multifaceted features. Specifically,
(1) for a single facet, Mahalanobis distance d2(x, y) is
a special case of f(x, y) in our design, as d2(x, y) only
captures ellipsoid decision boundaries while f(x, y) cap-
tures any second order decision boundaries; (2) d2(x, y)
cannot encode the information from multiple facets.
One straightforward solution may be to concatenate all
the facets and learn the Mahalanobis distance on the
concatenated feature vectors. The performance of this
solution however could be arbitrarily bad because of
the distinct characteristics of different facets; meanwhile
this solution may lead to large storage and time costs
as it requires to learn a tremendously large M .

Our footprint matching framework is related to the
problem of nearest neighbor search in inner-product
space [15, 13]. This work is innovative in the deriva-
tion of the equivalence between multifaceted footprint
matching and maximum inner-product search.

8 Conclusion

This work tackles the challenging problem of attribut-
ing network traffic for security forensic analysis. We
present a novel footprinting model that captures user-
and context-sensitive patterns from multiple facets of
network traffic. Extensive experiments using data from
a large-scale enterprise network demonstrate the bene-
fits of multifaceted footprinting including scalable and
accurate traffic attribution. This work also opens sev-
eral directions for further investigation: 1) incorporat-
ing domain knowledges in training multifaceted foot-
prints; 2) exploring alternative feature models of net-
work measures, e.g., Markov chain; 3) exploiting more
complicated context models, e.g., multi-layer context
network; and 4) designing online or incremental version
of footprint learning algorithms.
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